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      RRiicchh  MMccAAddaammss          

When did you join the CMC and secondly how many years have you volunteered in the Alpine 
Scrambling course?  I joined CMC in 1979.  I started as an instructor 6 years ago and become 
the director 5 years ago. 

What inspired you to become an instructor for the ASC?  I love to teach and had taught in BMS, 
Wilderness Trekking School and HAMS.  Teaching the more experienced CMC members I find 
more rewarding. 

How has your leadership style evolved as you’re gained experience?  One needs to adjust their 
approach and style when the students are more qualified.  A higher level of respect needs to be 
given for students with more advanced knowledge and skill.  To be a more effective instructor 
the relationship becomes more peer to peer for the more qualified. 

Are there any learning experiences you can share, such as take-aways from a close call or a 
near miss?  Or a success story?  You must be proactive in thinking about what may go wrong.  
This is recognizing a problem before it happens then preventing it.  The December 1984 Grizzly 
Peak trip will always come to mind about the many mistakes that led to disaster – thinking 
proactively, it could have been prevented. 

What’s your favorite trip that you’ve led for the CMC?  Monte Rosa (15,203’), Switzerland in 
2007 (which was a substitute for the Matterhorn).  That peak climb involved many favorites of 
mine: high attitude, glacier travel and rock climbing.    

What has been your greatest accomplishment or passion?  Thirty-five years of teaching at the 
Colorado Mountain Club. 

Sunrise or Sunset?  Sunrise because when hiking before dawn, its beautiful to watch everything 
change with the sunlight. 

What’s your happy place?  Hiking with the CMC Bobcats since we’re about the same pace, age 
and of course the after-hike “refreshment stop.” 

Post adventure meal and beverage or choice?  Beer and burger. 

If you could be a “rock star” at ANY outdoor activity overnight, what would it be?  Downhill 
skiing. 

 

 

 



 

   KKeenn  YYaapphhee         
When did you join the CMC and secondly how many years have you volunteered in the Alpine 
Scrambling Course?  I joined the CMC in 2013, took the ASC in 2014 and have been a volunteer 
instructor ever since. 

What inspired you to become a leader for the ASC?  I find scrambling one of the more enjoyable 
and rewarding activities to engage in while in the mountains.  I wanted to continue to develop 
my skills and to share some of that with other club members. 

How has your leadership style evolved as you’re gained experience?  As a trip leader and 
instructor in other CMC courses, I've learned that it is important to manage expectations of the 
students and participants early in the process.  It is also important to listen closely to students 
to help ensure you are accurately addressing their desired learning outcomes for the course as 
well as their concerns. 

Are there any learning experiences you can share, such as take-aways from a close call or a 
near miss?  Or a success story?  I had one student who was panic stricken as we were about to 
start the Class 3 portion of the hike.  Providing this student with a little more attention and 
reminding them that we weren't going to climb up anything that we also could not climb down 
was very calming and allowed us to proceed.  Staying close to the student during the crux and 
monitoring their progress as they climbed led to a successful climb and very happy student.  
The reward for instructing is to see students like this one make quantum leaps in confidence 
and skill.  

What’s your favorite trip that you’ve led for the CMC??    What I particularly enjoy in leading 
trips is the exposure to the variety of interesting hikers in the club, and safely getting them to 
and from the day's objective.  One particularly memorable trip I led was the Mosquito Loop 
where we bagged several peaks.  One hiker was particularly impressed with themselves after 
the hike as they thought we were unlikely to complete all the summits we had planned.  Again, 
helping club members achieve what they didn't know they could I find very rewarding. 

What has been your greatest accomplishment??    As it relates to the experience I've gained with 
the CMC, I'd have to say confidently descending Orizaba during extremely hazardous 
conditions.  Although accompanied by a professional guide, my experience with ASC, BMS and 
HAMS provided me with the skills to assist the guide with a safe descent for the team under 
treacherous conditions.  

Anything else we should know about you??    I have really enjoyed being a member of the club 
over the last few years as both a participant/student and leader/instructor.  The skills and 
confidence I've gained, primarily through the volunteer instructors and my fellow climbers has 
redefined how and where I spend my free time.  It is why I am so enthusiastic about giving back 
to the club in the form of instructing and leading trips. 

Sunrise or Sunset?  Ha ha… high Noon!    



What’s your happy place?  Cool Breezy Colorado Summit… alone or, with my favorite hiking 
partners! 

What’s unique about you (Interests, Gifts, Passions)?  I go through periods of unhealthy 
obsessions with classic Rock acts… currently, Bob Dylan.  I also can't get through a day without 
several references to Seinfeld.   

Post adventure meal and beverage or choice?  Juicy cheeseburger and a cold ale. 

If you could be a rock star at ANY outdoor activity overnight, what would it be?  Ski 
Mountaineering! 

  



      EErriicc  KKiilllliiaann                            

When did you join the CMC and secondly how many years have you volunteered in the Alpine 
Scrambling Course?  I joined the CMC in 2011 and this will be my fourth year volunteering for 
ASC. 

What inspired you to become an instructor for the ASC?  I like to give back for what I’ve been 
given by the CMC. 

How has your leadership style evolved as you’re gained experience?  I’ve become more sensitive 
to each students’ personal challenges on the mountain.  

Are there any learning experiences you can share, such as take-aways from a close call or a 
near miss?  Or a success story?  Being caught it a lightning storm has taught me to be fairly 
suspicious of the path of a storm.  If you see suspicious clouds, it’s time or past time to get off 
the ridge and descend. 

What’s your favorite trip that you’ve led for the CMC?  Keller Mountain because each of the 
three times I’ve attempted it, we’ve had to turn back.  I’m looking forward to summiting one 
year. 

What’s your greatest accomplishment?  Being a father twice over. 

Sunrise or Sunset?  Sunrise – it’s hard to get going early but it’s always rewarding. 

What’s your happy place?  Apex Park with my dog. 

Post adventure meal and beverage of choice?  A full bottle of wine just for me. 

If you could be a “rock star” at ANY outdoor activity overnight, what would it be?   

I’d be a better surfer.  Living in a landlocked state it’s the one thing I enjoy that I can’t 
regularly practice and get better at. 

  



            LLyynnnn  LLoocchhrriiee            
When did you join the CMC and secondly how many years have you volunteered in the Alpine 
Scrambling Course?  I joined the CMC in 2012 and have volunteered as an instructor in ASC for 
5 years. 

What inspired you to become an instructor for the ASC?  This is my give back to the ASC and 
its instructors for helping me overcome my fear of exposure and opening up a whole new world 
to me. 

How has your leadership style evolved as you’re gained experience?  I’m less nervous about 
covering course material and now can relate more of my own experience and stories to assist in 
student learning.  It is really rewarding when I can help a student achieve the same success. 

Are there any learning experiences you can share, such as take-aways from a close call or a 
near miss?  Or a success story?  Due to being injured on an ASC field trip, that experience has 
made me critically review the items I pack and also review the roles each group member has in 
an emergency. 

What’s your favorite trip that you’ve led for the CMC?  I like Neva’s long scrambling ridge. 

Sunrise or Sunset?  Sunrise because it’s the time of day I have the most energy. 

What’s your happy place?  The mountains, with my climbing and life partner, Elliott. 

Post adventure meal and beverage of choice?  Cheeseburger and Tripel Belgian beer. 

If you could be a “rock star” at ANY outdoor activity overnight, what would it be?  The 
successful completion of all 50 of Dave Cooper’s scrambles – within his exceedingly fast time 
frames! 

  



 

                  FFrreedd  RRaaddttkkee        

When did you join the CMC and secondly how many years have you volunteered in the Alpine 
Scrambling course?  I have been an instructor for the ASC since 2014 and a CMC member since 
2009. 

What inspired you to become an instructor for the ASC?  I had recently completed all of the 
14ers and came to the CMC to learn the skills to tackle the more technical routes.  I wanted to 
pass on my experience to others to give them the confidence to scramble successfully. 

How has your leadership style evolved as you’re gained experience?  Yes, I have seen what 
works and the response.  I put more emphasis on getting everyone to participate and lead.  Also, 
I encourage the ones who hold back as this is their opportunity to learn and expand their 
knowledge.  

Are there any learning experiences you can share, such as take-aways from a close call or a 
near miss?  Or a success story?  Keep the group in close range and have a plan with the 
assistant instructors.  Sometimes even the distance of 10 feet in the mountains can make it 
difficult to communicate.  We had one case where the group was just ahead, but the last 
participant had difficulty with exposure, and we had to resolve that without the rest of the 
group. 

What’s your favorite trip that you’ve led for the CMC?  Maroon Bells Traverse and the 
opportunities for challenges.  

What has been your greatest accomplishment?  Completing all the 14ers and Mt. Whitney by 
the mountaineers’ route in California. 

Sunrise or Sunset?  Sunrise; start of a new day and opportunity. 

What’s your happy place?  On top of a mountain with the views. 

What’s unique about you (Interests, Gifts, Passions)?  I believe the journey is more important 
than the final summit. 

Post adventure meal and beverage of choice?  A nice glass of wine with friends. 

If you could be a “rock star” at ANY outdoor activity overnight, what would it be?  I would love 
to be more proficient at ice climbing. 

   



  

      JJeeffff  RRoobbeerrttss        

When did you join the CMC and secondly how many years have you volunteered in the Alpine 
Scrambling course?  I joined CMC in 2012.  After taking the Alpine Scrambling Course in 2015, 
I started as an assistant instructor the following year.  I am now a senior instructor. 

What inspired you to become an instructor for the ASC?  I enjoy being in the mountains, 
sharing that experience with others who have the same enthusiasm is very satisfying.  Each 
time I am out, I meet amazing people and am able to share my knowledge. 

How has your leadership style evolved as you’re gained experience?  I went directly from being 
a student to becoming assistant instructor.  Each and every year as my experience level grew, 
my leadership style has also evolved.  Each class will have different students with different 
levels of experience.  I believe the key is to be flexible and having open good communication 
channels with everyone. 

Are there any learning experiences you can share, such as take-aways from a close call or a 
near miss?  Or a success story?  The very first time I lead the Alpine Scrambling Course trip we 
had an injury on our descent.  The entire class worked together to ensure that we made it back 
to the trailhead without further injury.  It was so satisfying to see everyone pull together as a 
team.  It was not a major injury, but it really emphasized the kindness of others in situations 
that are less than ideal.   

What’s your favorite trip that you’ve led for CMC?  I am not sure that I can pick a favorite.  I 
have enjoyed every trip that I have led.  Every trip offers something new. 

What has been your greatest accomplishment or passion?  Having only moved to Colorado 12 
years ago, doing any of the activities the CMC does is great accomplishment for me.  Prior to 
joining the Club I never would have imagined becoming a Scrambler, Ice, and Rock Climber. 

Sunrise or Sunset?  Sunrise.  There is no other experience that compares to hiking before dawn.  
It is just beautiful to watch everything wake up when the sunlight first hits. 

What’s your happy place?  My happy place is more of a state of mind than a place.  I need to be 
moving, it is very difficult for me to be still.  So, I would consider my happy place as being 
active.  I do not have a preference if I am inside or outdoors.   

Post adventure meal and beverage or choice?  A cold beer and a big juicy hamburger. 

If you could be a “rock star” at ANY activity overnight, what would it be?  Curling, I have been 
curling at the Denver Curling Club since they opened their facility 6 years ago. 

   



  

      AAJJ  BBrryyaanntt          

When did you join the CMC and secondly how many years have you volunteered in the Alpine 
Scrambling course?  I joined the CMC in 2014, took ASC in 2015, have been instructing since. 

What inspired you to become a leader for the ASC?  The course gave me the skills to push 
personal boundaries and overcome anxiety about exposure. I jumped at the opportunity to pass 
that on. 

How has your leadership style evolved as you’re gained experience?  My first year instructing, I 
was quite tentative and unsure of my role as a leader. I had not yet taken Trip Leader School. 
Additionally, I had only done the climbs once before, as a student. I basically acted as the 
“sweep” and gave out encouragement. The next year, I began to really get to know our students, 
their goals, and what they wanted to get out of the course.  I focused on their desire to work on 
footwork, route finding, fear of exposure, etc. 

Are there any learning experiences you can share, such as take-aways from a close call or a 
near miss?  Or a success story?  We had a student that was concerned about exposure and 
requested to be roped up on the first feature of the first climb. Of course, we immediately 
accommodated the request and the student soon found that they *were* capable of scrambling 
up the grade. This student went on to do their fair share of leading along the west ridge of 
Pacific Peak on our final climb.  It was extremely rewarding to observe and assist with this 
progress. 

What’s your favorite trip that you’ve led for CMC?  Many students take the ASC because they 
want to climb the Kelso Ridge, so that trip is always a great time. 

What has been your greatest accomplishment?  I am a parent.  Outside of that I climbed Long’s 
Peak as a reward to myself for completing ASC.  For the graduation trip for BMS, we 
backpacked in and climb Peak C in the Gore Range. 

Anything else we should know about you?  It’s extremely rewarding to give back to the Club.  I 
enjoy researching the names of our peaks for conversation on the summit. 

Sunrise or Sunset?   Sunrise, please.  Alpine starts make the world go ‘round. 

What’s your happy place?  I had the summit of Mount Shavano to myself for about 45 minutes 
two summers ago.  That moved me. 

What’s unique about you (Interests, Gifts, Passions)?  My utter un-remarkability isn’t even 
unique. 

Post adventure meal and beverage or choice?  Cheeseburger and the largest beer they have. 

If you could be a rock star at ANY outdoor activity overnight, what would it be?  Backcountry 
touring with a split-board set up. 



  
 

 


